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News for a campus community

American Democracy Project encourages civil duties
By Stephanie Trask
Winonan
Freshman Elizabeth Busacker
will be part of history Nov. 4.
Busacker is an election judge,
as are many of her public
service classmates, who will be
assisting voters. Her duties may

include helping people register,
telling them to use both sides of
the ballot or how to put it in the
machine.
Though the tasks may not
seem like much, Minnesota
Secretary of State Mark
Ritchie told the election judges
and others at the American

Ritchie said that before he Georgia felt like their vote was
took office, he had not given not accurately filed or recorded,
much thought to the election to give an example.
process and what goes on behind
"I haven't thought about
the scenes of campaigning and how important the role of
the electoral process..
electing a secretary of state
"We really do have a whom everybody trusted was
democracy that allows and to have fair-minded and
everyone to vote," he said. welcoming people as election
"The authorities are trusted judges," Ritchie said. "They
with a lot of power that could really make the difference."
change how people percieve
elected officials."
He said that 60 percent
of black men in the state of
See PROJECT, page 3

Democracy Project panel, held
Oct. 7, that even the littlest
tasks election judges have can
affect the way people vote in
the presidential election.
"The election judges have an
interesting experience in the
election process," Ritchie said.
The purpose of the panel was
for Ritchie to discuss how the
election process in Minnesota
had changed to become a more
organized and fair system, and
to answer questions people had
about elections.

Textbook team to fight for students
By Kaarina Alfors
Winonan

a much lower price.
So far, the textbook rental
plan has not been made
official. In order for the plan
to progress, a task force for
the project needs to be formed.
This is an all-university
temporary committee that
includes representatives from
the bookstore, Student Senate,
and Winona State faculty.
This
task
force
will
be in charge of making
recommendations about the
textbook rental plan, and then
sending the final decisions
to Winona State President
Ramaley for a final decision.
Some ofthese recommendations
include the final details of the
rental plan and how it will exist
on campus.
Student Senator Josh Martin

Buying brand new textbooks
each semester has become an
expensive task for Winona
State University students.
Students become frustrated
especially when their books
sell for much less at the end of
each semester than what they
cost originally.
To make this expense easier
on students, Winona State's
Student Senate is currently
working on creating a textbook
rental plan.
This would mean that instead
of spending a great deal of
money on textbooks, students
might enjoy the convenience
of renting their textbooks from
the bookstore each semester at

New parking permits for
Winona residents

Phone: 507-457-5119

Anarchists do it better

Walking with the
dead"
-

said the money that will begin
the funding of the textbook
rental plan will come from
grant money from the state
and Minnesota State Colleges
and Universities system. By
utilizing this money, Winona
State will be able to start up
a pilot program to test the
textbook rental plan.
Other two-year schools in
Minnesota have sought lower
textbook costs and have dipped
into these funds. Mankato is
also starting a program similar
to a textbook rental plan.
Many universities have tried
out a textbook rental plan and
have seen them play out; they
have been mostly successful,
Martin said.

See BOOKS, page 3
Soccer kicks out a
landslide win
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Safe Spaces at WSU
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If you, or someone you know,
needs a Safe Space, please look for the
Safe Space Logo and talk to one of these individuals.
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He
went
on to say that
Minnesota has
a history of
leadership in the
election process
with the idea of
having same-day
registration.
"Young people
have the greatest
privilege with
the same-day
registration,"
Ritchie said.
"Not many other
states have this
concept that
you can walk,
in, register, and
vote at the same
time without
worrying about
registration
deadlines."
Ritchie
that
said
Minnesota
ha
"established

a model that can be used around the highest voter turnout in the
the country."
nation."
Secretary Ritchie expects the
Richie hopes that people will
youth turnout in this upcoming consider getting involved with
election to increase and see future elections, whether it is as
record highs, possibly hitting an election judge or running for
a national high if turnout is office.
greater than 80 percent.
"There's aplace for everybody
"People feel like the economy in the election process," Ritchie
is heading in the wrong said.
direction," Richie said.
Busacker, who dons a navy
"There's definitely more blue polo with the words
energy and interest in this "election judge" on the back,
election compared to past will work with others to
elections."
make the election process run
Rep. Gene Pelowski, DFL- smoothly this November.
Winona, made a few brief
"It feels good that I'm
comments about youth voter participating in the election
turnout, as well.
process and not just voting,"
"Education raises votership," Busacker said.
Pelowski said. "We are the
highest educated state in the Contact Stephanie at
nation, therefore Minnesota has SM'Trask8045@winona.edu
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Profs work on new classroom techniques
By Courtney Zinter
Winonan
A few times each semester,
a group of professors meet
for dinner. During the meal,
they talk about teaching
methods, challenges, faculty
developments and campus
issues.
Tamara Berg, director of
Women's and Gender Studies
at Winona State University,
founded the group, which
discusses feminist pedagogy, in
1998. Their meetings include
discussions about articles or
books they have selected prior
to the meeting, and about
teaching methods.
Berg said the purpose of the
group is to share new techniques
and help professors improve
their teaching skills.
discuss
teaching
"We
techniques that engage students

in class material in innovative
ways," Berg said. "It started
with a group of faculty who
wantedto improve theirteaching
methods with the goal of
increasing students' investment
in class material, increasing
connections between theory and
practice, and fostering students'
ability to apply knowledge in
new settings and in new ways
to critically address issues and
problems."
After a two-year break from
meeting, two professors decided
to reestablish meetings again
and they started soon after.
One of those professors,
Cynthia Briggs, said being
a member benefits both her
and her students. The group
helps Briggs, who teaches her
counselor education classes
mostly at the Rochester campus,
feel connected to the Winona
campus.

"It provides me with new
information and insight.
We're kind of isolated in
Rochester, so it connects
me with the larger campus,"
Briggs said. "I think by
collaborating with these
fine colleagues, my students
benefit from the experience.
I'm a better, more creative
and energized teacher
because of it."
For Briggs, the group
offers support for the use of
new or alternative teaching
methods, the discussion of
feminist principles and her
ideals.
"I love collaboration
and I believe social justice
principles belong in every
classroom. This group
provides support for my
belief systems," Briggs

See GROUP, page 5
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For yok
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But when those
germs ATTACK and
you just can't fight
BACK...

Health Services
will be here to
the rescue!
To Contact Health Services call
507-457-5160
Hours:
Monday-Thursday: 8:30 am5:00 pm
Friday: 7:30 am-4:00 pm
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Planning for the textbook
rental system started several
years ago, but for it to actually
work, a few details need to be
figured out.
For example, Winona State
professors would have to agree
to use the same textbooks year
after year. As a result, faculty
would not have as much
freedom to teach using more

recent resources.
The textbook rental plan
"would be beneficial," Martin
said. "It has been successful
in other universities and only
a few kinks need to be worked
out."
Contact Kaarina at
KOAlfors0628@winona.edu
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Saint Mary's University of MN
3M Company*
HLB Tautges Redpath, Ltd.
Winona Campus
Accurate Home Care
IBM
Social Security Administration
Adler Graduate School
Information Providers, Inc.
St. Cloud Area Chamber of
Aeroteck
Internal Revenue Service
Affinity Plus Federal
Japan Exchange and Teaching Commerce
St. Cloud State UniversityCredit Union
(JET) Program
School of Graduate Studies
AFLAC
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Target
Stores
Allina Hospitals and Clinics
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College
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Lakeview Health Center
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Tradehome Shoes
Auto-Owners Insurance Company Logistics Health, Inc,
Trek Bicycle Corporation
Becker Professional Review
Manpower
TRW Automotive
Bethel. University
Masterson Personnel
U of MN Human Resources and
Blain's Farm & Fleet
Mayo Clinic
Industrial Relations
C.H. Robinson Worldwide, Inc.
Merchants Financial Group, Inc.
Graduate
Program
CCP, The Cooperating
Mid American Financial Group
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Community Programs
Minnesota Association of
Cirrus Design*
County Probation Officers U.S. Army Health Care
College of Education and
Minnesota Correctional FacilityUline
United States Border Patrol
Human Development- U of M
Red Wing
College of Medicine, Mayo Minnesota Correctional Facility'''. of MN Law School
U of MN Rochester
Clinic
Faribault
U of MN: Master Programs in
College of Medicine—Mayo
Minnesota Department of
Accounting
Clinic
Human Services-State
Operated Services (SOS) University of North Dakota
College Pro Painters*
U of St. Thomas Master of
Cytec Engineered Materials
Minnesota National Guard
Science in Accountancy
Doherty Staffing Solutions
Minnesota Paralegal Institute
U of St. Thomas School of Law
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Minnesota State Patrol
U of St. Thomas, Opus College
Express Employment
Mutual of Omaha
US Army Corps of Engineers
Professionals
New Horizon Academy*
VA
Medical Center
Fairview Health Services
New York Life
Family & Children's Center
Wal-Mart
NorthStar Resource Group*
Fastenal*
Northwestern Health Sciences Walgreens
Federal Medical Center
Wells Fargo Bank
University
Rochester, MN
Northwestern Mutual Financial Wells Fargo Financial- Rochester
Federated Mutual Insurance
Network-The Bohannon William Mitchell College
Franciscan Skemp-Mayo Health
Group
Wincraft Inc.
System
On Call Clinicians, Inc.
Winona Health
Organic Valley
Gerard Academy, MN
Winona Workforce Center
Park Nicollet Health Services
Gundersen Lutheran Health
Wyde Corporation
Peace Corps
System
Wyndham
Vacation Resorts*
Primerica Financial Services*
1-lamline University
Regions Hospital
HealthEast Care System
RSM McGladrey/McGladrey & *Employers coming for the Second
HealthEast Care System
Day of Interviewing
Hennepin County
Pullen
Hennepin County Sheriff's Office Saint Elizabeth's Medical Center

For details, please visit www.winona.edu/career or call (507)457 5340
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SMU staff teaches students about depression
National Depression Awareness week kicks off at Winona State University
By Amanda Rehrauer
Winonan
In preparation for National
Depression Awareness Week,
health representatives appeal
to students and community
members to get informed.
Ruth Mathews, a staff
psychologist at St. Mary's
University, presented a
workshop on Oct. 7 to raise
awareness about depression
and bipolar disorders.
Mathews said that according
to the National Institute of
Mental Health, 20 percent
of adults have a diagnosable
mental health disorder in any
given year.
She also said that colleges are
seeing an increase in the number
of students with persistent
mental disorders, and that the
most prevalent symptoms with
these disorders occur before the
age of 26, while the brain is still
growing and developing.
For this reason, Mathews
hopes that after the workshop,
students will "understand these
disorders in a way that they can
identify them in themselves
and in other people, and be
supportive of people getting
help so that their life doesn't

have to be impaired by these
disorders."
In front of a crowd of students
and adults that filled nearly
half of the Science Laboratory
Center's lecture hall, Mathews
said that depression and bipolar
disorders occur when the brain
becomes deregulated.
To help explain this, she
gave an example of when
students first come to college;
they get very excited and
express lots of happy emotions.
In addition, many students
change their daily activities,
such as sleeping habits, which
results in the nervous system
becoming over-stimulated.
This over-stimulation impacts
neurotransmission in -the brain,
and results in deregulation.
In other words, there are too
many changes for the brain to
handle.
Mathews said that in any
given year, 5 to 10 percent of
the population experiences a
major depressive illness, and
the causes these illnesses vary
between individuals.
"It's really a combination
of factors in every person
you meet," she said, and
can be broken down into
controllable and uncontrollable

Continued from page 3

GROUP
said. "It provides support for
alternative ways of teaching
and doing research.
Teaching and research are
such isolated professions; it's
helpful to get together with
like-minded colleagues to share
ideas and offer suggestions."
At a meeting Tuesday, Oct.
7, seven professors started
their meeting with a discussion
of the difference between the
numbers of men and women in
college after reading the article
"Why Jimmy Isn't Failing: The

factors. Some controllable
causes include stress in our
relationships and daily lives,
and some uncontrollable causes
include environmental stressors
and genetics.
Mathews added that bipolar
disorders are less frequent and
occur equally between men and
women, while depression is
more common among females.
She attributes this to the fact
that deregulation occurs when
high levels of emotions are
expressed, which females are
generally more likely to do.
Luckily, she said, there are
many simple Ways to treat and
prevent these disorders, the
most important of which is to
engage in healthy lifestyle.
"Exercise is one of the best
antidepressants," she said, as
are loving relationships.
She also said that less than
one-third of college students
come in for professional help,
and encouraged students who
are struggling with or know
someone struggling with the
disorders to get in touch with
with the counseling center.
In addition to this workshop,
Winona State's Counseling
Center will be hosting a
Depression Screening Day

Photo by Rory O'Driscoll/Winonan

Ruth Mathews, a staff psychologist at St Mary's University,
explains the physiological and social roots of depression Oct 7
in the Science Laboratory Center at Winona State University.

on Oct. 15, in the Kryzsko
Commons.

Contact Amanda at
ARehrauer06@winona.edu

The Secret is Out! I-Learners who have learned are living in

Myth of the Boy Crisis."
After. the discussion, the
group of professors, who each
teach in various departments,
such as Computer Science
and Nursing to English and
counseling, talked about the
way they teach their classes
and how those differ from other
fields of study.
The group members plan on
continuing in their collaboration
and decided to try something
new at their next meeting by
each bringing a teaching tool

or method to share and discuss
with the group in hopes of
gaining new methods for their
own classes.

Fountain Cityy next year. Learn why.

RENT Tins

GreatRiverflousel.com
\\Atv\

**Not affiliated with Great River Management**

1,2,3 and 4 bedroom apartments and houses available
for next year now!

Luxury and river views at reasonable rates.
Contact Courtney at
CLZinter8738@winona.edu

Check out our website or call: (507)454-4444
Spots are filling up, fill yours today!
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Possible parking solution for Winona residents
By Tim Brennan
Winonan
For many commuting
students and faculty, finding a
parking space on the Winona
State University campus can be
a difficult task.
Although the university has
added new parking lots this
year, some drivers find their
designated lots are full.
Others without permits are
unable to locate a space along
the campus streets.
A large influx of Winona
State University commuters
have been forced to park
outside campus parking lots,
along residential streets.
As a result, residents who
own houses on these streets
are left without parking space
outside of their homes.
Currently, a city task force is
analyzing the situation in order
to develop possible solutions
for university commuters and
the residential home tenants.
Deborah Salyards, a Winona
City Council member, has
proposed one idea to solve the
issue. The proposal would give
free parking permits to house
tenants in the third ward of
Winona. The permits would be
designated for the residential

Photo by Jackie Hahn/Winonan

Student vehicles fill the streets near the Winona State University campus on Monday. City
council member Deborah Salyards has proposed a plan to guarantee parking to homeowners
for spaces in front of their homes.

streets surrounding Winona
State and would provide tenants
guaranteed parking space
outside of their homes.
Any vehicles parked along
the streets without a permit for
longer than three hours would
receive a fine.
In this way, residents who
live in the neighborhood and
have a permit may park on the
street without acquiring a fine.

If someone does not live in the
neighborhood, he or she would
not be allowed to park in the
neighborhood.
However, on Saturdays,
Sundays and during the summer
months, the parking regulations
would not be enforced in the
specified neighborhoods.
Winona
Police
The
Department would enforce
the proposed program. The

enforcement would be similar
to other parking regulations in
Winona, such as the alternate
side parking rule and the
twenty-hour rule.
If the proposal becomes
official and regulated, Winona
State commuters would not
be allowed to park along the
residential side streets for
longer than three hours on
weekdays.

One question that has been
raised is whether or not the
Winona State campus has
enough parking spaces for all
of the commuters.
Josh Martin, a student senator
currently serving on the city
task force regarding the parking
issue, said the campus parking
lots would not be able to hold
all of the vehicles.
Therefore, if the proposal
passes, the demand for parking
spaces on campus would
immensely increase. The
introduction of new parking
lots on the Winona campus
would be a likely necessity.
Similar
parking
issues
between
Winona
State
commuters and residential
tenants have arisen in the past.
Parking permit proposals
similar to Salyard's have been
denied in the past.
The city task force is still
looking into other possible
solutions to the issue.

Contact Tim at
TUBrennan07@winona.edu

Bailout plan affects students too; Walz says watch lending
By Paul Solberg
Winonan
The recent passing of the
$700 billion bailout could affect
students more than they think.
"Stagnant wages, rising
tuition costs and health care,
students care about these," Rep.
Tim Walz (DFL-Minn.) said.
Brian Davis, GOP-Minn.
candidate and opponent ofWaltz
aever replied to phonecalls.
Walt said if this trend
continues this could have an
effect on student loans.
"If the only reason someone
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is not attending college
because it's not affordable, it is
unacceptable," Walz said..
Walz, who still does not
support the bailout plan,
believes the investments in
education and infrastructure is
still not present.
In order to support the plan
Walz said, "It needs to be
cleaner and more focused on
tax payers."
stronger
believes
Walz
oversight is needed because
if the treasury secretary does
something it can only be
critiqued, not stopped.

"The bailout said we should
crack down on CEO pay.
(We) don't want these guys
continuing this as usual and if
companies want this bailout
they should put their money
where their mouth is, but they
don't want to do anything,"
Walz said.
Meanwhile the stock market
continues to fall.
Walz said the effects of the
bailout would not be seen for at
least a year or so.
Students can help by taking
personal responsibility over
their borrowing.

"There are things you
shouldn't borrow for, and
people you shouldn't lend
money to," Walz said.
Irresponsible lending and
borrowing make problems
worse.
"I don't deny there is logic
and economic reasons for
buying up some • of this bad
paper. It shouldn't be blank
check theory," Walz said.

Contact Paul at
PTSolberg3844@winona.edu

What's happening at WSU...
Wednesday
Lyceum Series Presents Ivars Peterson
PLACE: Performing Arts Center Main Stage
TIME: 7:30 p.m.
CONTACT: call Kathleen Peterson at
507-457-2913
or e-mail: KPeterson@winona.edu

Thursday
Recreational Leadership Hosts "Stomp
Out Hate"
PLACE: Outside Kryzsko Commons
TIME: 4 to 6 p.m.
CONTACT: e-mail Mary-Margaret Waletzki
at MWaletzki07@winona.edu
or visit www.stompdance.org

WSU Holds Depression Screening
PLACE: Dining Rooms E, F and- G, Kryzsko
Commons
TIME: 1 to 4 p.m.
CONTACT: call the Counseling Center at
507-457-5330
or e-mail CounselingCenter@winona.edu

Saturday

"How Mathematics Becomes News/
Communicating Mathematics" with Ivars
Peterson
PLACE: Room 103, Stark Hall
TIME: 3:30 to 6:30 p.m.
CONTACT: call Kathleen Peterson at
507-457-2913
or e-mail KPeterson winona.edu

Monday
Healthy Mondays: Voices About Alcohol

WSU Choirs Family Weekend Concert:
"All ye who music love!"
PLACE: Performing Arts Center Main Stage
TIME: 7:30 p.m.
CONTACT: call Marybeth Lenhardt at
507-457-5250

PLACE: Purple Rooms 105 and 106
TIME: 7 p.m.
CONTACT: call Kelli McClintick at
507-457-5619

Friday
TRREC Club Shows "Accepted"
PLACE: WSU Courtyard
TIME: 7 p.m.
CONTACT: email Dana Rondeau at
DRondeau4461@winona.edu
Distinguished Mathematics Lecture
Series: Ivars Peterson
PLACE: Room 103 Stark Hall
TIME: 2 to 3 p.m.
CONTACT: call Joyati Debnath at
507-457-5370
or email JDebnath@winona.edu

Tuesday
Exhibition: Art of Recovery
PLACE: Darrell Krueger Library
TIME: 7:30 a.m. to 2 a.m.
CONTACT: call Kathy Peterson at
507-457-2913
or email KPeterson winona.edu

Budget Basics

Sunday
Guest Artist Recital: Svetlana Belsky and
Jennifer Maxwell, Duo-pianists

PLACE: Volunteer Services, 416 E. 2nd
Street
TIME: 5:30 to 7:30 p.m.
CONTACT: RSVP by calling 507-452-5591

PLACE: Performing Arts Center Main Stage
TIME: 2 p.m.
CONTACT: call Marybeth Lenhardt at
/507-457-5250
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Proper definition of the anarchist movement

By Brian Sanders
Winonan
We are now three weeks
before the Most Important
Election of Our LivesTM!
Due to this historically
significant date approaching,
my hope is to spend the next few
columns talking about politics
relevant to Winona State. I
will start with WSU students'
perception of anarchism.
Last week, what started as
a civil conversation about the
Espionage and Sedition Acts
during World War I nearly
descended into madness when
a classmate, prompted to relate

those events to our present
situation, began to discuss how
certain acts of "free speech"
SHOULD be put down by the
government. Specifically, she
was referring to what she had
heard about anarchists at the
RNC in St. Paul, supposedly
throwing bags of cement off a
bridge onto buses of civilians
below.
I later did a little Internet
research and found a website
with . a story about this bus
attack from "anarchists,"
though the "story" had very
little evidence of what happened
beyond a few people saying
what happened. I do not doubt
that this incident happened (or
other similar incidents at the
RNC where someone seemed
to commit senseless violence
against another civilian), but I
do question its anarchist origin.
Anarchists are concerned with
state oppression — there is
no reason for an anarchist to
be throwing a bag of cement

on a civilian bus. While "socalled anarchists" are an easy
scapegoat for violence at
protests, they are too often
associated with acts that don't
fit with anarchist ideals, such as
randomly hurling heavy objects
at buses that don't represent
anything.
Her mention of this bus
incident in class was the first
time I had heard of it, and I
immediately jumped to the
defense of anarchist protestors,
and things did seem slightly
tense in class. Madness was
avoided, luckily.
This conversation was just
one example of many common
misconceptions I often hear
related to anarchism on
campus.
Several weeks ago, on my
way home from seeing Barack
Obama speak in La Crosse,
a fellow passenger remarked
sarcastically, "I love it when
anarchists form groups," as if to
imply that anarchi sts are opposed

to cooperation. Similarly, in
class, the afforementioned
person questioned, "Isn't it
contradictory for anarchists to
meet and have a plan?" related
to the RNC.
This must mean that people
perceive anarchists as characters
like the Joker: contradictory
individualistic agents of chaos
who seek to enjoy their time
by terrorizing others while
rebelling against any authority.
Now, I do suppose thatsomeone
can be like that and claim to be
an anarchist if they want, but
that type of person is not the
driving force behind anarchist
protests, songs, and literature.
Anarchy is not a code word for
destructive selfishness.
To imply that it is contradictory
for anarchists to form a group
is to misunderstand anarchism
completely. Anarchists oppose
a hierarchical state — it would
be ridiculous to oppose all
groups of any type, given that
humans are social creatures.

A place far, far away where dreams actually come true

By Sarah Burgen
Editor-in-Chief
When I was a toddler, I lived a
stone's throw from Disneyland
and quite often took advantage
of the park. Then I moved to
Kansas.
My Disney dreams didn't
stop in the land of wheat and
ornados. "Cinderella" played
constantly. "Beauty and the
Beast" made me appreciate my
:,ups and plates more. Every
time a storm threatening severe

weather loomed overhead, I put
in the VHS of "The Lion King."
Somehow, the dulcet tones
of Jonathan Taylor Thomas
distracted me from the thunder
and lightning outside.
To qualm my fears about
moving to Wisconsin in 2000,
my father arranged for my mom
and me to visit Disney World in
Orlando.
The palm trees! The
characters! The food! I was in
heaven. A delicious blueberry
muffin in the morning and
Disney movie (usually
"Mulan") in the lobby at night
punctuated our stay at the Port
Orleans resort.
I left the state of Florida
feeling enchanted. Invincible,
even.
Seven years passed before
I went back. I had acquired a
couple friends in Celebration,
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Fla., a Disney-created village
very close to the park, and we
thought that visting them would
be a perfect excuse to go ride
rides and meet characters.
My friend Kari and I saved
our money and booked our
flight, hotel and park passes a
few months before departure.
It took a huge chunk out of the
money I earned working fulltime at Target all summer, but
it was completely and totally
worth it.
We arrived in Florida in
late August, which, on second
thought, isn't the best time to
go to Florida.
Despite the disgusting heat
and humidity, and Kari 's
migraine on the third day, we
had a great time.
Since we had natives on
our side, we got to do less
touristy things, like hang out

by a backyard pool and watch
movies in my friend's in-home
movie theatre (yeah, that's
right).
Now, a little more than a year
later, I'm jonesing for Disney
again.
I need to recapture my
childhood. I know I've written
about this before, but my
distant future is not so distant
anymore.
I've priced a spring break
trip, I've checked out hotels,
and I want nothing more than
to go on the "Tower of Terror
and on the "Haunted Mansion"
ride (which, by the way, was
closed for repairs last August).
Give me Disney, or give me
death! ...or at least the Dells.
Contact Sarah at
SCBurgen5575@winona.edu

The purpose of most anarchists
is not to create a chaotic world
of suffering but to build a
sustainable world with free,
autonomous individuals who
cooperate with another rather
than exploit one another to
survive.
We must be critical of any
media that represent anarchists
in a way that is directly
contradictory to anarchist
ideals. Those who have a stake
in the current system also
have something to gain from
scapegoating dissenters as
violent fiends.
Hopefully, readers will find
this explanation helpful when
they come across provocative
literature from Wild Nettle
Distro here in Winona, or the
next time they hear of protests
in Minnesota where violent acts
against civilians are blamed on
those who oppose the state.
Contact Brian at
BPSanders06@winona.edu

The fall leaves are so pretty
Too bad they make me sneeze uncontrollably
to be, disturbing or dangerous pondering who told me, when I
was a young child, that jumping
memories.
Take allergies for example. into a pile of leaves was a good
There are pollen, ragweed and idea. Honestly?
Now, don't get me wrong.
mold allergies this time of
It was so much fun at the time
year.
If you are the one suffering, and, given the chance, I would
then you know that the runny most likely do it again, but did
nose, sneezing and itchy eyes anyone ever think of the spiders
are obviously horrible to live or the injuries?
By Lauren Vincenti
I guess jumping from the
with!
Winonan
What about colds? Those ground level isn't an issue, but
The leaves have started are dreadful too! Sore throats, what if Santa had brought that
changing colors and making coughing, and a runny nose are trampoline I always wanted?
Although, jumping into a pile
their way to the ground; not things I want to bring with
of leaves is not nearly as big of
temperatures have started to me to class in the morning.
drop; Christmas decorations
I mean, I always hate to be a concern for me compared to
are being sold next to the "that person" who sits in class bobbing for apples.
Where was my mother when
Halloween costumes. Fall is and forgets a tissue, having to
constantly sniff in order to keep I decided to be the seventeenth
here!
I love fall. It is my favorite the snot from falling out of the kid to stick my head into a
bucket filled with water in
season, mainly because of the holes in my face.
Now that I think about it, if order to grab an apple with my
tasty treats that I get to consume
and the TV shows that have just noses and gravity were both teeth?
I can distinctively remember
made by the same creator... that
started.
a kid sneezing into the bucket
As much fun as sitting in is one serious practical joke.
Besides all things sinus- of apples.
front of a TV while stuffing
The foggy part is whether I
my face with thousands of related that fall brings upon, it
unnecessary calories is, this is has some really great activities bobbed before or after him. I
am truly hoping that if I went
also a season that brings upon to offer.
Right now, I find myself after him, then bobbing only
illnesses and, what may end up
-

strengthened my immune
system.
Then comes Halloween.
Who, during any other season
but fall, would hand a kid a
knife and show them how to
stab a pumpkin to start carving
it?
Sure, society blames video
games, television and movies...
but I think we all know where
the violence starts.
Despite all of my pessimistic
thoughts, I enjoy fall for what
it is.
However cliché this makes
me, I like watching the leaves
change — especially the ivy on
the buildings.
It also helps to have fun apple
and pumpkin flavored treats to
fully enjoy the season.

Contact Lauren at
LPVincen6822@winona.edu

Letters to the Editor
We are living
with a public
health crisis that
demands our
attention
On behalf of the Minnesota
Organization of Fetal Alcohol
(MOFAS),
Syndrome
would like to thank Senator
Sharon Erickson Ropes for
her leadership in the Senate
and for speaking on behalf of
infants, children, and adults
living with Fetal Alcohol
Spectrum Disorders (FASD),
a neurological and behavioral
disorder caused when a
woman drinks alcohol during
pregnancy.
Through her hard work,

support and understanding
about this often invisible
disability, a proposed 30%
cut in funding by the current
administration was curtailed,
and resulted in a reduction of
only 1.8 percent.
With this funding, MOFAS
was able to continue to provide
necessary intervention and
family support programs and
extend our work providing
accessible and consistent
diagnostic services to more
communities throughout
Minnesota.
50,000 Minnesotans struggle
with permanent brain damage,
learning disabilities, mental
health disorders and organ
damage because their mothers
drank alcohol while they were
pregnant.
costs
This
disability
Minnesota over $107.4 million

annually, yet it is 100 percent
preventable.
Nine months of alcohol-free
pregnancies save Minnesotans
millions of dollars.
With the ongoing leadership
of Senator Erickson Ropes,
we can continue to make
a difference in the lives of
families living with FASD.

-Susan S. Carlson
Former First Lady of MN
Founder and President
Minnesota Organization on
Fetal Alcohol Syndrome

Walz works for
us!
Congressman Walz has been
working hard to pass energy

legislation for the 21st century.
Walz co-sponsored a bi-partisan
energy bill that will wean
America off of its dependence
on foreign oil.
The bill has three stages, in
the short term an expansion of
off-shore drilling will occur, in
the middle, citizens will receive
more tax cuts for purchasing
hybrid vehicles, and in the
long term, more money will
go to the development of 21st
century technologies such as
wind, solar, bio-diesel, and
geo-thermo. Walz understands
that the solution to America's
energy independence is simply
not oil alone, but a combination
of technologies.
I support Tim Walz for
Congress because Tim works
with all of his colleagues to
solve problems, not just those
of his own party.

I invite you all to learn more
about Congressman Walz, and
the work he has done by visiting
his website: http://walz.house.
gov/.

-Gerald Strauss
President of the Computer
Science Club
Winona, MN

Opinion pieces and
letters do not necessarily
represent the views of the
Winonan, its staff or of the
administration of Winona
State University,
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Cemetery walk brings past to present
By Rebecca Erdmann
Winonan
Ghosts, goblins and other
scary creatures are usually the
feature of cemetery walks this
time of year.
The walk through Woodlawn
Cemetery last week, however,
was a walk through the past.
The Winona County
Historical Society organizes
the annual "Voices of the Past"
walk through the county's
oldest cemetery as a way to
educate people about the area's
history, said Jennifer Weaver,
the assistant director of the
historical society.
The walks have been a
tradition for the past ten years,
but this year there was a new
twist.
The historical society wanted
to do something special to
commemorate 10 years of
cemetery walks. They toyed
with the idea of a "Best of the
Past Ten Years" theme.
Winona State University
wanted a part of the celebration

Photo by Fred Schulze/Winonan
George W. Pauley, portrayed by Mark Dumke, tells the story of life in 19th century Winona on
Friday at Woodlawn Cemetery in Winona. "Voices from the Past," a discovery walk through the
cemetery, featured seven historical lessons.

of the sesquicentennial to occur
in October. A theme for the
walk was born.
Planning for the cemetery

walk starts in April or May
each year, Weaver said, and
the project involves over 70
people.

Fifty actors are found among
students, Historical Society
volunteers and people in town.
Jonelle Moore writes the

scripts and finds people to play
the parts.
"It's a lot of work but it's fun;
otherwise I wouldn't do it,"
Moore said.
This year's cemetery walk
featured significant people from
Winona State's past: presidents,
boarding house matrons and
prominent townspeople.
Weaver said the walks don't
usually have a. theme; instead,
the historical society chooses
"random people on a path,
different decades, whatever's
on a path."
The cemetery walk tours ran
for students from local middle
schools last Monday through
Friday. Public tours were held
Saturday and Sunday, and
included some things the school
tours did not.
Peter Henderson, a history
professor at Winona State,
served as a greeter at the gates
of the cemetery both days and
told tour groups stories from
several periods in Winona

See WALK, page 14

Winona's own marine museum
By Courtney Cosgriff
Winonan
Since its opening only a
little over two years ago, the
Minnesota Marine Art Museum
has become one of the more
popular museums in the Winona
area.
officially
museum
The
apened July 27, 2006 and it is
already a regional and national
attraction.
According to the museum's
web site, the Minnesota Marine
Art Museum currently features
four major art collections.
Burri chter-Kierlin
The
Marine Art Collection, which is
Dn loan to the museum, features
watercolors, oil paintings
and unique marine art objects

from various countries created
by many of the world's most
influential marine artists.
It features various works
from artists such as William
Bradford, James Buttersworth,
Don Demers and Jack Gray.
Marine objects such as ship
models, ship wheels and sailors'
personal possessions are also
on display within this exhibit.
The Leo and Marilyn Smith
Folk Art Collection features
distinctive wood-carved and
hand-painted sculptures and
displays representing smalltown river life.
The museum has collected
over 400 pieces of original work
by the Smiths since 2005.
Leo is the carver and. Marilyn
is the painter. Their work spans
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from various types of Santa
Clauses to a colorful pilgrim
couple.
The museum exclusively sells
high-quality reproductions of
certain pieces from the folk art
collection in its store.
The third exhibit within the
Museum is the Henry Peter
Bosse Photographs & Maps
exhibit.
Bosse worked for the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers,
documenting and surveying
river modifications, landscapes
of river valleys and small town
river life.
Bosse produced a series
of photographs known as
cyanotypes following the

See ART, page 13
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a review that loves music almost as much as you do

Wallin' Lady Soul: legendary Aretha
By Jack Chandler
Winonan
People find inspiration in the
weirdest places.
For example. I had the
opportunity to watch John
Landis' cult-favorite "The
Blues Brothers" this weekend,
so I rolled the dice at 2 a.m. on
Sunday and slid down to TBS.
While dosing in and out of
the film, I managed to catch
the sequence where Jake and
Elwood head over to Chicago's
south side in an attempt to
wrangle back blues guitaristturned-soul food chef Matt
Murphy to their reformed blues
band.
To keep a short story shorter,
the brothers' task seems like it
will be a resistance-free effort
at first, until Murphy's nagging
wife, played by Aretha Franklin,
puts in her two cents about
Murphy's ambitious dreams to
leave the diner.
What follows next is pure
cinematic cheese: The Queen of
Soul belts out a choreographed

lip-sync of her hit "You Better
Think" to her beefcake husband,
threatening Murphy to think
about the consequences of
picking the band over the wife.
Making good on his promise
that he's his own man, "Guitar"
Murphy grabs his dependable
Cort and leaves the diner with
Jake and Elwood, letting wifey
Aretha hang out to dry.
The irony of the scene is that
no man who has his priorities
in line would dare risk physical
injury to leave the diner at that
point, especially with Lady Ree
that charged up.
"Aretha: Lady Soul" is the
type of diva album that neither
our generation nor our parent's
generation likely got the
opportunity to hear.
The best voice in the
recording industry had the
best backup singers, the best
studio musicians and the best
songwriters and producers.
You think Diana Ross or
Beyonce can wail?
There's no comparison with
the tracks that makeup Ms.

•Best Quality and Service in Winona
-Office across from Sheehan Hall and Zaza's
•Winona's Original "Alumnus-Owned" Housing
WinonaStudentHousing.co

All Sizes Se
Prices!

The Fire Five
1
"Fix It"
Ryan Adams and
The Cardinals
The proprietor of rock n roll's
house of heartbreak returns to
tell you how it is. En-r, maybe
more like how it's always
been.

2
"Universal Mind Control"
Common feat. Pharrell
Chicago MC Common throws
a changeup with the single
off his upcoming 8th studio
album
-Universal Mind
Control." The electronic
hip-hop is the Neptunes take
on that old school Afrika
Bambaataa sound.

3

© Google
Franklin's sophomore effort.
One of the most pristine pop
arrangements ever recorded
comes in the form of "(You
Make Me Feel) Like a Natural
Woman."
From the strings to the studio
band, from the backup tracks to
arguably Aretha's most soaring
vocals, this song has it all. No
corners were cut when it came
to the various avenues of the
song-writing process.
Everything on "Lady Soul"
is upbeat rhythm and blues.
If that sounds like a huge
contradiction, it's because it is.
But soul music back then had
more spirit and flavor compared
to some of the more hollow
stuff you might hear today.
"Come Back, Baby" has the
R&B MVP's Franklin and Ray
Charles together in duet form.
Ray gets to shine the ivories

and provide a little background
while Aretha gets busy
wailing.
It is The Queen's record after
all.
Most of the guests walk the
fine line between supporting
and shining well. If you don't
listen closely on "Since You've
Been Gone," you'll miss out
on Slowhand's great yet subtle
contribution.
At the end of the day, the
voice carries all, and damn if
these pipes aren't HUGE.
Anyone who's a fan of
modern day pop and soul
should dive into Aretha
Franklin's legendary catalogue,
and "Aretha: Lady of Soul" is a
great place to start.

Contact Jack at
JCChand13 1 68@winona.edu

"I'd Engager"
of Montreal
"I can't help it if it's true," sings
of Montreal's Kevin Barnes,
"don't wanna be your man,
just wanna play with you."
The terrific live act brings the
party on their new alt-funk
album -Skeletal Lamping," a
brainy bru-ha that just found
out Friday classes have been
canceled.

4
"Love Story"
Taylor Swift
While it doesn't exactly give
goose bumps as a friend
suggested, it's easy to see how
this single would appeal to the
opposite sex. LJ, why can't
you ladies get enough of these
songs about rings, wedding
dresses and just saying yes'?

5
"Men of Good Fortune (Live)"
Lou Reed
This raw rendition of Reed's
1973 classic always sounds
relevant during election years.
It doesn't get much better
than hearing an aging rocker
grit his teeth and swallow
pride trying to get a message
across.
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`Unterrorized' emotions: "Body of Lies" lukewarm
By Joe Underbakke
Winonan
For the past ten minutes
I've been staring at this blank
Microsoft Word page with the
cursor blinking, taunting me.
It's not something that usually
happens when I sit down to
write a movie review. I almost
always know exactly how I felt
and exactly what I'm going to
say, including some nice jokes
that (I hope) you all enjoy so
much.
I'm realizing now that I can't
figure out what to write because
the movie didn't make me feel
anything worth writing about.
It wasn't bad; it wasn't
spectacular; it was agreeable.
"Body of Lies" grabbed my
attention the first time I saw
the trailer because it had sweet
music, cool digital effects
and then BOOM! Russell
Crowe and BOOM! Leonardo
DiCaprio.
Unfortunately, big name
actors and a respected director

Gas prices in 2001
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Google
Russell Crowe (left) and Leonardo DiCarprio star in "Body of Lies," a mystery based on a book
about two men in search of a terrorist they believe to be based in the country of Jordan.

like Ridley Scott only give a
script room to be mediocre,
which this movie graciously
accepted.
Based on novel of the same
name, "Body of Lies" revolves
around Roger Ferris (Leo), a
CIA operative in the Middle

East tracking a terrorist named
Al-Saleem who keeps killing
innocent civilians.
After running into several
dead ends and an investigation
that reaches a stand still, Ferris
and his connection in Langley,
Ed Hoffman (Russell Crowe),

come up with a half-witted
scheme to contact the terrorist.
The scheme they cook up was
probably my least favorite part
of the movie, yet it is the reason
for the title.

Gas prices in 2008

See REVIEW, page 14

Anthenaeum series hosts poet and form professor Ory Lund
By Courtney Cosgriff
Winonan
Ory Lund, a former Winona
State University professor and
self-proclaimed poet, visited
Winona State last week as part
of the library's Athenaeum
series.
Lund
discussed
the
importance of poetry in his
personal and professional life as
both a professor and a scholar.
He explained that, unlike
newspapers and magazines
which age, a good poem

endures and never gets old.
Lund, who believes poetry
is a sensory experience,
became interested in poetry
at a very young age. He grew
up in a small town in northern
Minnesota where he played
baseball, and his parents never
read him anything, especially
not poetry.
"My grandfather was the one
who introduced me to poetry,"
Lund said. "He would read
me bouncy, lively poems like
`Green Leaf' by Ben King."
As a kid, he worked
on farms, and one of the

first poems he wrote was
about plowing the fields.
Before writing poetry, Lund
first tried to make it as a fiction
writer. When he realized he
wasn't any good at fiction
writing, he concentrated more
seriously on poetry and received
positive feedback early in his
career.
One of his more serious first
poems is about the women
teachers he had in his life.
Some people saw it as a joke,
but it still received recognition
from teachers.
Another influence he had was

his experiences during his years
of college.
"During those years, I
realized I had more intelligence
and knowledge than I thought I
had," Lund said. "The difficulty
of poetry is why I was drawn to
it in the first place."
Lund started as an engineering
major in college and switched
to business economics before
finally switching to English his
junior year.
"I only started as an
engineering major because of
pressure from my father. When
I took an intro to poetry class

my junior year, I realized I
could understand poetry," he
said.
Lund believes language is the
most significant achievement in
history and that poetry revels in
language.
He said that writing and
reading poetry isn't for
everyone because it requires a
lot of analyzing.
"The reason I like it so much
is because I believe analyzing
poems only strengthens them,"
Lund said. "Good poetry listens
and it takes at the same time."

See POETRY, page 15

Student Senate Blood Drive
By Rebecca
Erdmann
Winonan

"Worried
about
regnancy?
Birthright
ART
can
hel
P•
For more than 30 years, Birthrig has

Winona
State
University held its
first blood drive of the
academic year Tuesday
through Thursday last
week.
Winona
State's
Student
Senate
organizes the blood

help thousands of students worried about
pregnancy. Our friendly volunteers offer
free and anonymous pregnancy tests,
answers to questions, referrals to
community services and, most
important, a friend to listen.
All of our help is free and confidential.
Call anytime: 452-2421
930 W. Fifth St.
24-hour Hotline: 1-800-550-4900

Upper
Mississippi
River between St.
Paul, Minn. and St.
Louis, Mo. This exhibit
features 60 images
that were reproduced
using advanced digital
technology.
The last exhibit at the
museum is the William
A. Thompson exhibit,
which features the
dredge, an apparatus
that scoops mud or
objects from a river,
delivered to Fountain
City, Wis. in 1937.
Once the dredge is
decommissioned at
a later date in 2008,
there will be a specially
constructed platform
next to the museum

drive with help from the
American Red Cross.
Annelise Hughes, a member
of Student Senate, organized
the blood drive this year and
said the university is on track to
make the end-of-the-year goal
of 1,000 units of blood.
119 first-time donors gave
blood this year.
Altogether, Winona State
collected 390 units of blood.
Members of Student

Senate and other student
groups, including the Greek
organizations and clubs, often
sign up to volunteer as greeters
or canteen workers. "It's a great
way to get volunteer hours in,"
Hughes said.
For people interested in
participating in the blood drive,
but who are a bit too squeamish
to actually donate blood, there

See BLOOD, page 15
Continued from page 10

where visitors can visit the
refurbished dredge.
Dallas Campion, a Winona
State University student visitor
to the museum, says she can't
pick a favorite exhibit.
"I'm interested in every
exhibit for a different reason,"
said Campion. "The museum
is so well-displayed and there
are so many unique pieces and
artifacts that it is hard to pick a
favorite one."
The museum also has more
exhibits opening up in the near
future. On Oct. 28, 300 years of
European Art will be open in
the Burrichter-Kierlin gallery.
On Nov. 18, Home for the
Holidays exhibit will open as
part of the Leo and Marilyn
Smith Folk Art Collection.
This special exhibit will

feature various types of woodcarved Santa Clauses doing
various tasks and dressed in
different costumes.
"I know that there are a lot
of museums to see in Winona,"
said Campion. "But I really
think that if you don't check
out the Minnesota Marine Art
Museum, you will miss out on
something great."
The Minnesota Marine Art
Museum is located at 800
Riverview Drive in Winona
and is open from 10 a.m. to
8 p.m. on Tuesdays, 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Wednesday through
Saturday and 11 a.m. to 5
p.m. on Sundays. Students,
kindergarten through college,
are $3 and adults are $6.
Contact Courtney at
CJCosgri4506@winona.edu
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REVIEW
I felt they completely dragged
out the beginning and rushed
this revelation that could have
been far more interesting.
The actual problems facing
"Body of Lies" kind of end
there; the rest suffers primarily
from a lack of interest.
One thing that did hold my
attention, however, were the
performances of both DiCaprio
and Crowe, who seem like
they're constantly at battle over
their presence.
As much gruff as Leo gets, I

stand by my opinion that he's
one of the best actors in the.
business and will draw me to
pretty much any movie.
The running time is also a
little long, albeit typical for
Ridley Scott films.
Something I just thought of
that really bothered me was all
of the scene changes.
It felt like every ten seconds
there was a new graphic on
the screen indicating where we
were. It was like if I were to
write "Paragraph One, Two,

Three, etc." every time I had a
new paragraph.
Maybe I should do that.
If this review seems blander
and more generic than usual,
it's because my reviews have
the ability to match the feeling
of the movie I saw.
That said, I give "Body of
Lies" a B; I hear that letter has
a list and this movie should
probably sign itself up.

Evening with Wank
Wank-the musical
By Alex Wank
Winonan

The song reached a larger
audience when it was featured
in the soundtrack to the motion
For many people, music is a picture "8 Mile."
way of life.
It became a "must-play" at
Music has existed thousands parties and dances and has since
of years, even before humans.
regressed, yet only recently
20th century composer John has the actual meaning been
Cage believed that any sound revealed.
can be music.
"If you don't like me then
If this is the case, would tell it to my face," Alex
Contact Joe at
anyone like to buy a CD of the proclaimed.
JJUnderb9309@winona.edu
random noises that I can make
He then went on to say he
and record?
won't take this type of insult
Continued from page 10
I'll buy everyone pizza if it without giving 50 Cent "the
goes platinum.
correct amount of change."
in their time, and the historical who, along with Mary Ingliss,
Actually, no, I won't buy you
This "change" for 50 came in
State's history.
the form of a nasty letter.
Among
other
things, society chose to include them helped set up the first boarding any pizza.
house for women attending the
So please, just act like you
Henderson's stories included in the walk.
"Mr. Cent," Alex writes, "I
Casting those two was Normal School in 1887.
never read that sentence and wish to say, first and foremost,
how the school survived the
Seated on benches made of buy my CD that I doubt I'll that writing a personal vendetta
depression of 1876, when the difficult, Weaver added,
state refused to pay to keep the because they had to find people boards and bundles of hay, the even make.
into a hate song is the lowest
Now, in case you didn't know, thing I have ever seen in
who could not only imitate groups listened to Pauley tell
Winona Normal School open.
Students at the Model School, Hull and Hyre's mannerisms, of his childhood in Illinois, and I was recently featured in the any form of your so-called
most of whom were Civil War but also looked somewhat like the saloons and restaurants he magazine that I just made up, `entertainment.'
"Wankerville Weekly."
orphans, had to pay tuition for them, in case people who knew ran in Winona.
He goes on to question 50
The following is the award- Cent's name, telling him that he
them personally were on the
Later in the walk, the tour
the first time.
groups met actors playing Mary failing article, which has been "couldn't even pay for a pack
The orphans all had sponsors walk.
Throughout the walk, guides Ingliss and Charles Morey, lathered with fail-sauce and of gum" and renaming him
in town, however, who paid
leading groups of about 30 whose gravestones stand sprinkled with finely grained after the quality of his music:
their tuition.
fail-cheese.
"Massive Dump."
For the first time in the people pointed out other famous together.
Can you taste the fail?
Mary Ingliss promoted the
history of the cemetery walks, local people who weren't
How will this epic battle end?
Unknown until now, rap No one can say. Yet this is a
tour groups encountered people portrayed, and explained some idea of a dormitory for the
who aren't buried in Woodlawn of the symbolism incorporated women enrolled in the school, mogul 50 Cent's hit song clash that can end with no less
into the gravestones.
and was in charge of the dorm "Wanksta" is nothing more than than something reminding us
Cemetery.
a three minute hate monologue, all of the late Biggie Smalls.
A draped urn on top of once it was established.
Weekend tour groups first
Charles Morey was principal directed solely towars one man
"met" Henry Hull and Fred a grave expressed sorrow,
Now that this tragedy has
Hyre, two professors at Winona obelisks scattered throughout of the Winona Normal School — Alex Wank.
been brought to new heights, I
Within the first 30 seconds, wish to publically declare that I
State during the 1950s and the cemetery were meant to beginning in 1876.
Other
presidents
from
Winona
50
Cent begins his rant by just made this entire thing up.
point
the
soul
toward
heaven,
1960s, bantering between
That being said, dear reader,
themselves about their awful and the more money a family State's past were also included exclaiming "we say you a
had, the taller their obelisk was, in the cemetery walk. William Wanksta and you need to stop please consider the following:
taste in jokes.
Phelps and Nels Minne stood frontin'."
if I just made that up, how do
Hull and Hyre are both the guide explained.
He then goes on to say that you know that my name really
The tours met an actor playing together.
buried elsewhere, Weaver said,
Current
Winona
State Alex "ain't a friend of mine" is Alex Wank? You do not.
but they were popular teachers George Pauley, a business man
president Judith Ramaley was and that he is no longer "the You trust me. And you should,
also included in the weekend man, homey."
because my name is Alex
Ignoring the blatant paradox Wank.
cemetery walks.
Ramaley wandered among of calling someone who is not a
I'm not really sure where I'm
Blaedow's Bakery
the gravestones, stopping friend "homey," the entire song going with this, so I'll just skip
occasionally to converse with describes the writer's hatred for to the end.
Winona's hometown
this "Wanksta."
her
predecessors.
To complete this wacky
bakery since 1874.
Upon deciphering the lyrics, article, I would like to give you
"It's a challenge for the
Featuring original donut
actors; having to improvise Alex was outraged.
some food for thought: yams.
with
her,"
Moore
said.
"It
really
hurt
me,"
he
That is all.
rolls,, and bread recipes.
confessed. "I don't even know
this man and he's spreading
451 Broadway St (507)452-3682
Contact Rebecca at
lies about me. Is this the type of Contact Alex at
RErdmann06@winona.edu
world in which we live?"
AWank07@winona.edu
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ART
are other options.
Students can sign up to serve
as greeters, who are in charge
of the sign-in book, checking in
people who want to donate, and
give them the proper paperwork
to fill out.
According to information
on the Red Cross web site,
a trained staff person will
take a personal health history
and perform a mini physical,
checking blood pressure, iron
level, temperature, and pulse
after the volunteers fill out
basic information.
Students can also volunteer
to assist -at the "canteen,"
providing donors with a snack,
usually cookies and juice, to
increase blood sugar, and allow
donors time to adjust to the
slight decrease in fluid volume.
Blood donation involves the
drawing of 1 pint of blood; the
human body contains 10 to 12
pints of blood, according to the
Red Cross website.
The Red Cross has specific
guidelines for donor eligibility,
which can be found on their
web site.
Those with a cold or the flu
should not give blood if they
have a fever, feel unwell on the
day of donation, or are using
antibiotics.
Travis Carlson had intended
Photo by Rory O'Driscoll/Winonan to donate at this blood drive,
Jake Leis, a freshman at Winona State University, donates blood for the first time as Mary but had to wait for the next one,
Pointer, a lab technician for the Red Cross, moniters his blood flow on Thursday in Kryzsko because he is sick.
Commons.
Carlson said he is "a little

Continued from page 13

POETRY
During the presentation, he
read several poems, including
his own, and two contrasting
poems about death and
religion.
"I like several types of poems
because they are all artistic in
their own way," he said.
While he likes all types of
poems, Lund said his favorite
type is ambiguous poems about
nature.
"The mind enjoys pondering
the puzzlement and ambiguity
of poems, and there are always
multiple meanings to poetry,"

he said.
Although everybody may not
enjoy poetry, it is something
that almost everyone can relate
to at certain times.
"The two times that people
want poetry most are when we
fall in love or when someone
dies. One of these things
happens to every person during
their life, and a lot of those
people may turn to poetry,"
Lund said.
For Lund, poetry became the
most important to him when
he began teaching a course in

creative writing.
According to Lund, those
who teach a certain subject
must also practice and be able
to apply that subject.
"I don't write to be rich and
famous. I'm too modest for
that," Lund said. "For me,
poetry is a form of meditation.
My brain glows, my thoughts
are more active and I just all
around live better."

Contact Courtney at
CJCosgri4506@winona.edu

disappointed, because it's such
a good cause." Students who have tattoos
must wait a year before giving
blood if the tattoo was applied
in a state that doesn't regulate
facilities.
Students who have traveled
recently should be prepared
to tell the person taking their
medical history exactly where
they traveled and when.
Those who have traveled in
countries with a malaria risk
must wait a year before giving
blood:
Winona State's blood drives
are held three times a year,
usually in October, February,
and March, for three days each
time.
Hughes said that Winona
State has a history of being the
top donor in the MinnesotaWisconsin region, and that the
goal for this drive is 1,000 units
of blood.
Someone needs a blood
transfusion every two seconds,
and not enough people who are
eligible to donate actually do.
One pint of blood can be
distributed to three different
people.
Donors with Type 0 positive
and 0 negative blood are
always needed. Type 0 is the
universal blood type and can be
given to anyone.
Contact Rebecca at
RErdmann06@winona.edu

Free support group at WSU
A new group has formed at
Winona State University for
students looking for support in
living alcohol- and drug-free.
The group helps students find
support in building a chemicalfree lifestyle, teaches students
how to bettermanage their stress,
develop healthier relationships
with other chemically free
students, and teaches students
better communication skills.
Meetings will be held at 4
p.m. on Thursdays in Wabasha
Hall 212.
To register, or for more

information, contact Eunie
Alsaker at 507-457-5330 or
e-mail EAlsaker@winona.edu.
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Runaway
victory
Warriors snap twogame skid in convincing
fashion
By Adam Stanek
Winonan
If there is anything that
the Winona State University
football team strives for, it is
balance.
Although the Warriors have
been a run-heavy team this
season, they were finally able
to find that balance between
the run and pass game last
Saturday.
Winona State defeated Upper
Iowa 49-14, snapping a twogame losing streak.

The Warriors were able to get
both the run game and the pass
game going.
"I worked with our staff on
that (balance) throughout the
last couple weeks," said Winona
State coach Tom Sawyer. "We
have to try and make defenses
cover the whole field."
Winona State had 598 total
yards, 248 yards rushing and
350 yards passing.
On top of that, the Warriors
averaged 24.5 yards on punt
returns, setting the Warriors up
in good field position the entire
day.
"In past games, we haven't
been able to put a whole game
together," junior quarterback
Greg Preston said. "It was
the first time we've come
close to putting a complete
game together. It's been a big
emphasis for us."
If the Warriors have been
solid at anything this season, it
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Photo by Jackie Hahn/Wmonan

Winona State University's Greg Preston (7) evades an Upper Iowa defender during the Warriors' 49-14 victory last Saturday at
Maxwell Field at Alltel Stadium.

has been opening drives.
That didn't change in the
game against the Peacocks as
they took the opening drive 75
yards on 12 plays.
They closed the drive on a
3-yard touchdown pass from
Preston to Tyrre Burks.
With the Warriors leading 7-0
early in the first quarter, they
only added on from there.
On Winona State's third
possession in the first quarter,
they delivered on yet another
long drive.
The Warriors went on another
12-play, 76-yard drive, capped
off on a 4-yard touchdown pass

from Preston to tight end Todd
Burkoth.
With Winona State leading
14-0, the Peacocks went on a
furious comeback.
Upper Iowa scored quickly
on a 51-yard touchdown run by
Kyle Hosch to cut the Warrior
lead to 14-7.
The Peacocks scored again
early in the second quarter on
a quarterback keeper by Ben
Curran to tie the game up at 1414 with 9:31 to go in the second
quarter.
Winona State cranked up the
offense and defense from that
point on.

On the Warriors' next drive,
they delivered on a big play by
running back Darren Davis.
Amir Ross dumped a screen
pass off to Davis and he used
his great speed and athleticism
to evade tacklers and sprint 36
yards for a touchdown, putting
the Warriors back up 21-14.
"He's a phenomenal athlete,"
Sawyer said about Davis. "He
becomes a triple-threat when
he's touching the ball."
With less than three minutes
to go, Winona State put together
another strong offensive drive.
Preston hit Burkoth on a short
route that went for big yards,

going 37 yards to the Peacocks'
9-yard line.
With second-and-goal from
the 2-yard line, the Warriors
went with the running back that
has been money on goal-line
situations.
Andrew Verbancouer went
on a sweep around the edge
and ran it in from two yards out
with 1:28 to go, giving Winona
State what looked to be a 28-14
lead going into halftime.
However, the Peacocks would
make it interesting before going
in at the half.

See FOOTBALL, pg. 19

The Power of Three: No. 3 Warriors win 11th straight

Photo by Fred Schulze/Winonan

Winona State freshman Melissa Sellier (3) attempts a pass near midfield during the Warriors' 10-0 victory over Wayne State (Neb.) last Saturday at Maxwell Field
at Alltel Stadium. The Warriors defended their No. 3 NCAA Division II rank over the weekend by defeating the Wildcats and Augustana (S.D.) by a total margin
of 15-0 to push their shutout streak to seven and winning streak to 11.

By Chandler MacLean
Winonan
The NO. 3 Winona State University women's soccer team
has 36 goals during its current
11-game winning streak.
Opponents total to the Warriors' 36: Two.
While most of you were home
for fall break, enjoying homecooked meals and the like, the
Warriors returned to Maxwell

Field at Alltel Stadium and outscored Wayne State (Neb.) and
Augustana (S.D.) 15-0 combined, pushing Winona State's
winning streak to 11, tied for
the second-best streak in program history.
"We're taking it one game
at a time," Warriors coach Ali
Omar said. "I know it's cliché,
but it's one game at a time and
every game is the last game we
play, that's how we look at it."

On Saturday, the Warriors
erupted in a 10-0 rout of Wayne
State. Winona State's emerging forward duo, senior Amelia
Kasten and sophomore Lauren
Sturdivant, each recorded a hat
trick as the Warriors scored 10
for their 10th in a row.
On Sunday, the Warriors tied
the second-longest winning
streak in program history, 11,
with a statement-making 5-0
rout of Augustana, then-placed

third in the NSIC — NCAA
Division II's third-ranked Warriors (12-1, 7-0) lead the conference.
"I was looking for a 2-0 win,
honestly," Omar said. "(Augustana's) a tough team. Look
at their numbers."
Before Sunday, the Vikings
(8-3-1, 5-2-0) had allowed just
seven goals in 12 games, second only to Winona State's five
goals against.

Sturdivant scored twice more
Sunday and leads the NSIC in
scoring (12 goals, 6 assists, 30
points). A first-year starter, Sturdivant has assumed her place
among the conference's elite
scorers with breakaway speed
and efficient striking. Sturdivant averages a conference-best
2.31 points per game.

See SOCCER, pg. 19
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Warriors lose heartbreaker to No. 6 Mustangs for
the second time in as many weekends in NSIC play
By Johnny Podominick
Winonan

after two attack errors by Ken
Daly broke a 23-23 tie. In the
decisive fifth game, Southwest
Minnesota State
For the second
jumped
out to a
weekend in a row,
seven-point
lead
the Winona State
and did not look
University volleyball
back, dominating
team proved they could
for a 15-4
compete • with the best
victory.
teams in the country.
Jenna Padley
Unfortunately, the
led Winona
Warriors fell just
State with 13
short of pulling off an
kills. Carmen
upset, falling in five Stankowski
Stankowski had
sets to No. 6 ranked
Southwest Minnesota State on nine kills and Daly and Jessi
Friday night and in three sets Peterson each had
to Minnesota State-Mankato, seven.
State
Winona
the fourth-place team in the
Northern Sun Intercollegiate could not slow
down the Mustangs'
Conference, on Saturday.
It was the second five-set loss attack, especially
to Southwest Minnesota State their middle blocker
in as many weekends for the Kasey Loeslie, who
Warriors. Winona State lost the had a game-high 23
first set 25-18 but would come kills. Four players
with Balich
back to win the next two 25-21, finished
kills
25-23. Southwest Minnesota double-digit
State won the fourth game 25-23 for the Mustangs. Southwest

Minnesota State's strong attack
was too much for the Warriors,
as the Mustangs had 75 kills to

Winona State's 46.
After an
impressive effort
against Southwest,
the Warriors
struggled against
Minnesota StateMankato, falling
in three sets 2518, 25-13, 25-14.
Minnesota StateMankato has been
one of the hottest teams in

the conference, winning eight
straight games after getting off
to a slow start.
It was a tough night
offensively for the Warriors, as
they finished the night with a
.011 kill percentage.
Rudi Balich led
the way with seven
kills. Winona State
was close early in
all three games, but
the Mavericks used
dominating runs to
put each game away.
In the second set,
Minnesota State- Mettille
Mankato used a 15-6
run to put the game
away and in the third game,
used a 13-6 run to win the
match.
Minnesota State-Mankato
doubled up on Winona State on
kills and assists, with 42 kills
and assists to WSU's 21 kills
and assists.
With the loss, Winona State
falls to 7-12 overall and 5-5

in the NSIC. Things don't
get much easier for Winona
State the rest of the way. Next
weekend, it faces Wayne State
College and 22nd ranked
Augustana College on the road.
Both teams are
above the Warriors
in the standings.
For Winona State
coach Connie
Mettille, keeping
her team focused
on the task at
hand is the key to
success, especially
in such a daunting
conference.
"We have to
take things one game at a
time," Mettille said. "This is
the best Division II volleyball
conference in the nation."

Contact Johnny at
JPodominick06@winona.edu

Warriors cross country teams near conference championships:
Lindquist garners men's award; Southworth leads women's pack
By Winonan staff
This weekend's Carleton Open
will be the final tune-up for the
Winona State University men's
and women's cross country
teams before the Northern
Sun Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference championships
Oct. 25 (Aberdeen, S.D).
The NCAA North Central
Regional (Kearney, Neb.) and
the NCAA Championships
(Slippery Rock, Pa.) will take
place in the weeks that follow.
Now, as they say, is the time
to peak.
Warriors freshman Bryan
Lindquist ran well his last
time out, turning in a personalbest time of 26 minutes, 41.58

18 - Spans

seconds Oct. 3 at the WisconsinEau Claire Blugold Open.

Up Next...
Winona State men' it'd
women's cross country
Saucay, 0 ct.
Carleton Invitation
Northfield, Minn.
Lindquist, who paced the.
Warriors for the third time
this season in a 16th-place
finish was named NSIC men's
runner of the week. Lindquist,
who posted the fastest time for
a Winona State runner at an
8-kilometer event since 1993,

is the first Warriors men's
runner to garner the award this
season.
The Warriors
men's captains
and two of the
four Ryan's,
came in next for
Winona State:
Junior Ryan Slack
at 27:20.95 and
senior Ryan Ledin
at 27:42.55.
Stack
On the women's
side, Warriors
freshman Jenna Southworth
turned in the fastest time ever
for a Winona State runner in
a 6k event, when she placed
fifth at the Blugold open in
22:25.84.

The Warriors also finished Smith was Winona State's
fifth at the 16-team event.
next-best finisher, coming in
Southworth, from 33rd at 23:50.89. Junior Allie
Marshfield, Wis., Glasbrenner came in 55th at
has led the
24:29.69.
Warriors in all
After a strong
five team meets
showing at the
this season.
Blugold Open,
Southworth
the Warriors
started the
will compete
seasonwiththree
in their second
consecutive topevent since
three finishes,
being bumped
including
from Track
an invite Smith
and Field and
championship at the
Cross Country
season-opening Saint
Coaches
Mary's (Minn.) Invitational, Association Central Region
and has placed no lower than rankings Sept. 30.
sixth in the individual results.
Warriors
junior
Steph

Continued from page 16
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They went on a nine-play, 64yard drive, which brought the
ball down to the Winona State
10-yard line.
With just under 30 seconds
to go, the Warrior defense
delivered on a play that would
set the tone in the second half.
Freshman cornerback Lucas
Wolf read the corner route by
the wide receiver in the end
zone and stepped in front of
Curran's pass to pick it off in the
end zone, maintaining Winona
State's 28-14 lead going into
halftime.
The Warriors operated on all
cylinders in the second half.
Early in the second half, it
looked like the Peacocks were
going to establish another
strong drive and score.
However, it was the freshman
yet again spoiling Upper Iowa's
touchdown party.
Wolf picked off a long pass
by Curran, giving the Warriors
the momentum.
Winona State used that
momentum to their advantage
as they went on a six-play, 89yard drive.
Most of the yards came off a
55-yard pass-and-run between
Preston and Drew Alexander,
taking the ball down to the
Peacock 9-yard line.
A few plays later, Davis
recorded his second touchdown
ofthe game, a 3-yard touchdown
run to give Winona State a 35-

14 lead.
played better, the kids caught
Two possessions later, it was the football, it went to about
the Randy Spring show.
nine different people and that
On the drive, he had a diversity really helped us out
7-yard run, 24-yard reception, this week."
a 19-yard run, and capped off
Leading the Warriors rushing
the possession on a 4-yard attack was Spring and Davis.
touchdown run.
Spring carried the ball 14
This gave Winona State a 42- times for 106 yards and a
14 lead with 10:08 to go in the touchdown, and Davis ran
fourth quarter.
seven times for 79 yards and a
The Warrior scoring affair touchdown.
didn't end there.
Burkoth and Alexander had
Winona State put together big days in the receiving game.
a three-play, 93-yard drive,
Burkoth caught six passes
rallying around a 48-yard run by for 101 yards and a touchdown
Davis, a 40-yard pass to fullback while Alexander added three
Ellis Minor, and finished off by grabs for 71 yards.
a five-yard Verbancouer run
Brent Yule and Jared
to give Winona State a 49-14 Stahlecker led the defense with
lead.
10 tackles apiece to add on to
The Warriors did get the ball Wolf's two interceptions.
down the Upper Iowa 3-yard
The Warriors' next game will
line with less than a minute to take them to Wayne, Neb. as
go, but with a five-touchdown they take on Wayne State.
lead, the Warriors decided to
"We need to stay away from
let the clock run out and let the penalties," Sawyer said when
game end.
talking about this week's game.
It was a redemption game for "Penalties killed us the last
Preston, the Warriors struggling couple of weeks, and if we go
starting quarterback.
penalty-free, we'll be a much
He went 17-for-23 with 241 better football team."
yards and two touchdowns.
The game will kick off at 1
Ross was no slouch himself p.m. at Cunningham Field on
when he was in the game, going Saturday.
6-for-9 with 109 yards and a
touchdown pass.
"I think the quarterback play
was much better this week,"
Sawyer said. "Greg (Preston) Contact Adam at
played better, Amir (Ross) AJStanek7497@winona.edu

SOCCER
Sturdivant's 35 total goals
rank outside the top 10 (the NSIC
leader has 65), but she converts
a remarkable 34 percent of
those shots.
"I don't
think it was
expected
coming in
right away,"
Sturdivant
said. "But I'm
just starting to
really connect
playing up top Sturdivant
with Amelia,
and connect
with a lot of the other forwards
who come off the bench. It's
feeling really good."
Kasten and Sturdivant have

found a potent chemistry for
the Warriors up top. Kasten,
now tied for fourth in the NSIC
with eight goals, and along
with Strudivant, tied for fourth
in assists with six.

Continued from page 17
"I was looking for a 2-0 win,
honestly. I can't say enough
about what Lauren and Amelia
have been able to do up top,"
Omar said. "It's awesome. It's
fun to watch."
The Warriors have shut
out their opponents in nine
of 13 games, including the
past seven in a row. Senior
goalkeeperAmandaDiehm
leads the NSIC with a 0.49
goals against average. The
Winona State defenders,
NSIC preseason defensive
player of the year Heidi
Woerle among them, have
held opponents to 3.5 shots
on goal per game.
The Warriors go into next
weekend facing their last road
trip before four consecutive
home games to end the regular
season, two wins shy of
matching the best win streak
in program history. The No. 3
national ranking is already the
best in program history.
"As long as we just come
out and play every game like
we're supposed to play, we'll
be OK," Sturdivant said. "I'm
not feeling a ton of pressure
right now."

Contact Chandler at
CLMacLea9357@winona.edu

Warrior Report: Defending national champion
men's basketball team ranked in preseason poll
By Winonan staff
The defending national
champion Winona State
University men's basketball
team was ranked No. 8 in the
D-II Bulletin preseason top 25
poll.
The Warriors won their second
national championship in three
years last March after wrapping
up their fourth consecutive
Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference title.
New NSIC rival Minnesota
State-Mankato was ranked

sixth. Bentley (Mass.), which
the Warriors defeated in last
season's Elite Eight, is ranked
No. 3. Augusta (Ga.), which
the Warriors defeated in the
national championship game,
is ranked No. 10.
The Warriors are scheduled
to host exhibition games Nov.
8 (UW-La Crosse) and Nov.
12 (Concordia-Alberta) before
opening the season Nov. 15 at
home against cross-town Saint
Mary's University.
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